
 

 

Press Release 

New centralised corporate taxi booking service from Taxicode 

helps businesses reign in unruly travel expenses 
 

Taxicode, 22.07.14, UK – Businesses who are struggling to effectively manage and monitor taxi              
travel expenses can now benefit from the new centralised booking service from Taxicode. 

The UK’s biggest online taxi network, Taxicode, has launched new accounts for business customers, enabling               
smoother taxi booking for businesses not just in the capital, but across the whole of the UK.  

By creating an account with Taxicode, a business can benefit from having a single point of contact and a                   
booking system that covers all journeys across the UK, as well as centralised management reporting. The                
Taxicode system displays results from multiple providers, enabling businesses to select, book and pay for the                
most cost effective taxi journey, rather than simply relying on a local firm with the most memorable number,                  
who may not be providing the most competitive price. 

“A centralised booking system for all the company’s taxi travel, including all employees, customers, suppliers               
and visitors simply makes sense in terms of reducing the administration, time and potential additional cost                
associated with individuals booking taxis on an ad hoc basis. Taxicode displays results from all taxi firms                 
willing to take on the job, giving a business total control over their taxi travel pot. What’s more, it enables                    
businesses to take a proactive approach to managing taxi travel expenses before they occur, rather than                
simply processing the receipt after the journey has been completed,” explains Jonathan Kettle, founder of               
Taxicode.  

Taxicode is free to use for businesses, who can access the web-based system at Taxicode.com or the                 
Taxicode app, which is available on Windows, iOS and Android platforms. As the only UK-wide service                
currently in operation, businesses with regional offices, or those with teams of remote staff, can effectively                
control their entire travel needs from their central Taxicode account. 

“Taxicode is currently the only company that has the ability to work with all taxi companies, rather than just a                    
few. We currently operate in over 400 towns covering approximately 95% of the UK population with over                 
10,000 taxis and mini cabs. As a result, we are able to give businesses unrivalled access to a network of taxi                     
companies across the country,” adds Jonathan. 

For more information visit www.taxicode.com 

- ENDS -  
 
Editor’s Notes 

About Taxicode 

Taxicode is the original and best internet based taxi/private hire lead generator and online booking system                
in the UK. 
 
As one of the first companies to realise the benefits of using the internet to generate business for the taxi                    
industry, they are the most experienced in their field. Their system was designed from the ground up in                  
collaboration with taxi drivers, taxi companies and genuine customers booking tens of thousands of journeys               
using their system each year. With their deep understanding and experience of the industry  
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from the inside combined with their latest upgrade to Taxicode version 3.0, they are now very proud to                  
boast the most advanced system in the UK. 
 
Customers can book all of their taxi journeys directly by using the local number provided on each site. They                   
can also book online via the highly advanced automated booking system. When booking with Taxicode               
customers are assured of a high quality level of customer service and booking experience. All taxi companies                 
are vetted to ensure they provide the very best levels of service in the industry. Performance is also                  
monitored and tracked to ensure their levels of service always remain high. 
 
For more information visit www.taxicode.com 
 
Press Enquiries: For further details, images or to speak with Jonathan Kettle, please contact the Taxicode                
Press Team on 01603 743 363 or email jenna@mediajems.co.uk 
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